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Picture from China Daily shows neatly arranged gas terminals in China 
typical of such infrastructure across Asia and the world.
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20 time to Dethrone ‘King 
coal’

 With inflation soaring in almost 

all parts of the world and energy 

prices skyrocketing, these may not 

be the best of times to ever think of 

investments in energy infrastructure. 

Or is it? The time lag to move from 

noxious gases like coal and carbon 

emitting fuels, to more friendlies 

ones has been painfully slow. Well, 

it just must be. 

24 Floating lng (lng) to 
 ‘Return’. 
 Without any musing, the COVID-19 

pandemic sapped the vitality of 

economic growth in every part of 

the world. The last two years can 

 be labelled as the ‘lost years.’ 

 But now that the pandemic is 

 winding down there is every bit of 

an optimism. And the first place to 

look a is where is how LNG 

 or FLNG is ‘rocking’ global 

 economies.  

28 gale Winds In china
 China’s offshore wind power 

development is on the rise as the 

country prioritizes new energy 

 capacity to support its green 

 transition, experts said and cited 

by the official China News Daily.
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Let’s face it.

Can we really make natural gas free of carbon and therein free 
of emissions? Until and when we do get such a technology to 
turn it as such, the world can just forget about gas terminals.

Demand for gas, nonetheless, is growing. It is the International 
Energy Agency (IEA) that is saying it, forecasting growth by 
leaps and bounds. 

As a matter of fact, U.S. consumption of natural gas in all 
sectors is projected to increase, says the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration. The largest increase will be in the electric power 
sector. The sector will consume an average of 31.9bcf/d of 
natural gas in 2022, which is 3% more than in 2021.

Yet with all the increases and projected increases, what has 
never been bandied around are the exacting challenges that 
come with erecting a gas terminal.

Nothing leaves being unsaid than that rising global demand 
means highly volatile prices. Then there are the challenges 
with hoisting a terminal. Of the key criteria to consider are the 
rising costs in building materials which in this era of runaway 
inflation is a crucial consideration, not to mention concern. 
Optmising the use of a terminal and ensuring that there are no 
environmental hazards and threats when building a terminal 
are yet the other factors. 

Burning fossil fuels is hardly a zero-sum game. Everybody loses 
when the planet gets warmer because of that burning. And 
because there is a huge dichotomy between what counts as being 
‘really green’ and ‘supposedly green’, a new narrative is rapidly 
emerging: shouldn’t the world think of renewable energy?

the
gas teRMInal 
conunDRuM 

editorial

Yes, the world should angle for renewable energy. If so, just why 
is everybody is animatedly arguing for natural gas when it has 
drawbacks that hitherto cannot be addressed as quickly as we 
want it to be? 

Was it out of desperation or frustration that renewable energy 
has found a new lease of life? Maybe, yes, or maybe no. 

By default, coal may just return! Not because it is favoured but, 
because it seems like Hobson’s Choice, because of the lack 
of all competing forms of energy sources. In a measure that 
has happened in Germany as mentioned by The Economist 
the German government announced it was restarting some 
previously mothballed coal power plants. Investing more in 
Europe’s gas infrastructure—such as pipelines, terminals for 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) imports and storage facilities—
could alleviate a shortage of natural gas and keep the continent 
from having to switch on such plants.

As it appears there definitely is a competing mix of energy 
sources for many and none for the unanimity. 

Even if we have renewable energy, our moods are only sunny 
when the sun is shining. Is that always the case every day? Now 
with torrid weather in unbearable heat and equally unbearable 
floods, there really as it now appears a conundrum of sorts.

Maybe pipeline construction too, need to be looked at 
assiduously. 

Jaya Prakash
Editor

Picture above shows a Singapore LNG terminal
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shipping industry explores alternative zero-carbon fuels, 

LNG is a viable transitional fuel. As a global bunkering hub, 

we are pleased to partner CMA CGM, FueLNG, Keppel 

Offshore & Marine and Shell Eastern Petroleum, to provide 

more sustainable bunkering solutions for the shipping 

industry. It also marks another major milestone as Asia’s first 

ship-to-ship LNG bunkering operation with simultaneous 

cargo operations.”

CMA CGM SCANDOLA is the first of six new 15,000-TEU 

LNG-powered containerships which CMA CGM Group has 

lined-up to be bunkered in Singapore this year. These ships 

will be deployed on CMA CGM’s MEX 1 service between 

Asia and the Mediterranean.

It is also the first vessel in Asia to conduct simultaneous 

container loading and discharging operations alongside 

LNG bunkering operations, shortening port stay time. 

From Singapore, she will set sail with over 14,800 (twenty-

foot equivalent units) containers, comprising household goods, 

electronic items, machinery, and personal protection equip-

ment for the Mediterranean.

This is also the first ship-to-ship operation for FueLNG 

Bellina. Designed and built by Keppel O&M, the 7,500m3 

FueLNG Bellina provides more options for shipowners and 

operators to bunker LNG in Singapore. FueLNG aims to 

provide a total of about 30 to 50 ship-to-ship LNG bunkering 

operations in 2021, extending its track record of over 300 

truck-to-ship LNG bunkering operations so far. 

sINGApoRe: A leADING lNG BuNKeRING 
HuB IN AsIA

This ship-to-ship LNG bunkering operation by CMA CGM 

and FueLNG underscores the companies’ commitment to 

contribute to Singapore’s ambition to become a leading 

LNG bunkering hub in Asia.

LNG is currently the best and immediately available 

solution that can reduce the environmental impact of 

maritime transport and preserve air quality. It enables 

a reduction of 99% in sulfur dioxide, 91% in particulate 

matter emissions and 92% in nitrogen oxide emissions, far 

surpassing the requirements of current regulations. LNG 

also provides an initial solution to the challenge of tackling 

climate change. An LNG-powered vessel emits up to 20% 

less CO2 than conventional marine fuel-powered systems.

According to Shell’s LNG Outlook report[1], global LNG 

bunkering demand is estimated to grow to 30 to 50 

million tons per annum (MTPA) by 2040. Presently there are 

about 400 LNG-fuelled vessels in operation or on order, 

with an expected demand of LNG as marine fuel of nearly 

3.5 MTPA.

Stephane Courquin, Chief Executive Officer of CMA CGM 

Asia Pacific, said, “CMA CGM is committed to the energy 

transition in the shipping industry. Today, LNG is the most 

advanced solution when it comes to preserving air quality. 

This technology is one of the first steps towards achieving 

CMA CGM Group’s ambitious 2050 objective of carbon 

neutrality. CMA CGM SCANDOLA is the first of more CMA 

CGM-operated LNG vessels that will undergo simultaneous 

cargo and LNG bunkering operations in Singapore. The 

Group’s fleet of LNG containerships will grow to 32 by the 

end of 2022.”

Ms Quah Ley Hoon, Chief Executive of MPA, said, “The use 

of LNG as a marine fuel is fast gaining traction worldwide 

amid a global push to use cleaner shipping fuels. As the 

world’s top bunkering and transshipment hub port, MPA is 

pleased that we can facilitate Asia’s very first ship-to-ship 

LNG bunkering operation with simultaneous cargo operations. 

We will continue to work with the industry to promote LNG 

bunkering in Singapore and drive the transition to more 

sustainable shipping.”

Mr Chris Ong, Chairman of FueLNG and CEO of Keppel 

O&M, added, “We are pleased to kickstart ship-to-ship LNG 

bunkering operations for the FueLNG Bellina in Singapore, 

which allows us to fuel larger vessels such as containerships. 

We have a number of ships lined up for FueLNG Bellina’s 

next bunkering operations, reflecting the strong demand for 

LNG bunkering in Singapore. LNG is an important part of 

the clean energy transition, and this is in line with Keppel’s 

Vision 2030 to pursue greener energy developments.”

Mr Tahir Faruqui, Director, FueLNG and Head of Shell Down-

stream LNG, said, “It ’s crucial that the shipping sector 

employs the cleanest fuels available today and we continue to 

strengthen our network to supply our customers with cleaner 

burning fuels. In addition, vessels using LNG as a fuel should 

be comparatively more robust in addressing the financial 

impact of any CO2 levy potentially imposed in the future. 

Singapore is a new addition within our global LNG bunkering 

network of eight countries and nine ports. We plan to double 

this bunkering infrastructure on key international trade routes 

by the mid-2020s so that we can support the sector with the 

capabilities to tackle emissions with urgency.”

AsIA’s FIRst
sHIp-to-sHIp CoNtAINeRsHIp 

lNG BuNKeRING

The first ship-to-containership Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) bunkering operation 

in Asia was undertaken by CMA CGM, a world leader in shipping and logistics, 

and FueLNG, a joint venture between Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd (Keppel 

O&M) and Shell Eastern Petroleum (Pte) Ltd, and the Maritime and Port 

Authority of Singapore (MPA). A containership, CMA CGM SCANDOLA, has 

been fuelled with 7,100m3 of LNG from FueLNG Bellina, Singapore’s first 

LNG bunkering vessel.

Senior Minister of State for Transport and Foreign Affairs, Mr Chee Hong Tat, 

attended the launch of the bunkering operation. Mr Chee said, “The use of more 

sustainable fuels is an important element of the decarbonisation strategy. As the 

Industry news 

Asia’s First Ship-to-Containership LNG Bunkering undertaken by CMA CGM and FueLNG at 
the Port of Singapore
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Picture above shows the signing ceremony between DNV and Petronas.

DNV AND petRoNAs 
joIN FoRCes to suppoRt tHe 

DeVelopmeNt oF CARBoN CAptuRe 
utIlIzAtIoN AND stoRAGe

DNV, the independent expert in risk management and assurance and Petroliam 

Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS), a global energy and solutions partner, ranked 

amongst the largest corporations in Fortune Global 500 signed a Memorandum 

of Understanding (MOU) to address the technical, regulatory, and business 

challenges of carbon capture utilization and storage (CCUS) deployment. The 

companies plan to collaborate on initiatives and activities related to CCUS 

deployment by leveraging each organisation’s technical skills, resources, and 

research capabilities. CCUS enables the capture of CO2 emissions from 

industrial activities and in South-East Asia could play a crucial role in the region’s 

transition to net zero.

The MOU provides for the collaboration of both parties in the following areas:

a. Technical matters including safety, environment, risk, technology, and the 

qualification of storage sites 

b. Legislation and regulation

c Capability development

d. Commercial areas

The MOU was signed on 8 July 2022 by PETRONAS Senior General Manager 

of Carbon Management, En. Emry Hisham Yusoff and Vice President & Regional 

Director Asia Pacific, Energy Systems at DNV, Mr. Brice Le Gallo.

With over 20 years of experience in Carbon Capture, Utilisation and Storage, 

DNV has been trusted by parties worldwide to provide guidance regarding key 

Industry news 

technical, market and safety risks for deployment. DNV has 

been at the forefront of research regarding CCUS examining 

key areas including geological storage, pipeline re-use and 

the shipment of CO2. A suite of recommended practices has 

been published by DNV covering the full CCUS value chain.

“DNV’s expertise and track record in supporting CCUS projects 

globally, combined with PETRONAS’ technical capabilities and 

strategic resources, will spur the advancement of CCUS not 

only in Malaysia but across the region,” said Jamie Burrows, 

Head of Business Development – CCUS, Energy Systems at 

DNV. “CCUS will play a crucial role in Asia’s energy transition. 

Through this initiative we aim to address several areas 

fundamental to the establishment of regional hubs and thereby 

enable greater access to CCUS infrastructure,” he added.

“Accelerating a clean energy transition has never been 

more vital. Fossil energy is the primary-energy mix of 

Southeast Asia, according to DNV’s Energy Transition Out-

look 2021, and will remain dominant at 75% in 2030 and 

43% in 2050, despite strong growth in renewables. Under 

this scenario, carbon capture and removal will be critical – 

because the emissions generated by fossil fuel use in hard 

to abate industrial applications will need to be addressed. 

To transition to clean energy, we need more tools beyond 

renewable energy and this tool kit must include CCUS. 

Implementing CCUS at scale will require navigating tech-

nology, business, regulations, and policy which is why we 

believe this collaboration will be important for deployment in 

the region,” said Brice Le Gallo, Vice President and Regional 

Director APAC, Energy Systems at DNV.
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The expectation is that dividends and buybacks will stay high 

at US$100/bbl. Variable and special dividend ‘bonuses’ have 

been a bonanza for shareholding employees who have never 

had it so good.

Second, integrated companies are less leveraged to price 

but have also performed well in 2022. Strong upstream and 

trading profits are being boosted by record refining margins 

– a rare treble. Share prices for US Majors ExxonMobil and 

Chevron have kept pace with the rampant independents’ peer 

group during the first five months of the year and have held 

up better in the sell-off since early June.

Euro Majors are also reaping the earnings and cash flow 

boom. Share price performance has been strong relative to 

the wider stock market, but most have lagged their US peers. 

US Majors have long commanded a premium rating to their 

European counterparts, partly a function of the relatively high 

rating of the US stock market. The gap though has widened.

A big differentiator is the pace of decarbonisation. The US 

Majors are only at an early, tentative stage of committing 

to investing in decarbonisation, whereas the Euro Majors 

are already well ahead in diversifying and are accelerating 

investment. Budgets for new energy have doubled in the last 

two years and, by 2030, the most aggressive, such as BP, 

could be spending 50% of total investment on low-carbon 

projects. REPowerEU, the EU policy to accelerate the 

energy transition and make Europe independent of Russian 

fossil fuels before 2030, reinforces the rationale behind 

EuroMajor strategies.

Yet investors continue to harbour the same doubts around Big 

Energy: Big Oil’s ability to execute low-carbon strategies, the 

modest returns from investment in low-carbon opportunities 

and the sustained cash burn as the new business is built out.

Third is when and how investors’ perceptions might change. It 

may take longer than we expected in the immediate aftermath 

of COP26. Russia’s invasion of Ukrain has highlighted the 

world’s current dependence on oil and gas and cast doubt over 

the pace the world is prepared to embrace decarbonisation. 

The structural dislocation in oil and gas markets means we 

now expect elevated oil and gas prices for the next few years. 

This has transformed the financial outlook for the sector 

and the attractiveness of pure plays and oil and gas-focused 

players to investors. They are making big money now.

Yet our longstanding view still holds: the transition is going 

to happen and oil and gas companies have significant value 

at risk whether from the increased implementation of carbon 

pricing or future declines in oil and gas demand – or both. 

Companies that fail to adapt to the emerging low-carbon 

world will suffer a progressive de-rating in the market.

But change takes time and the signposts of the business trans-

formation journey the Euro Majors have embarked on lie 

some distance in the future. Our forecasts suggest it’s not until 

2028 that free cash flow from the existing renewables project 

pipelines turns positive (but even then, these assets will only 

contribute around 10% on average of Euro Majors’ group 

operating cash flow).

The message though isn’t all jam tomorrow. Abundant cash 

flow enables diversifying Majors to placate investors with 

higher pay-outs and buy-backs while they push forward with 

investment in low carbon and building a sustainable future.

In the meantime, the trick will be to demonstrate value. An IPO 

would be the big reveal, delivering the high new energy multi-

ples some Euro Majors hanker after. That moment has passed 

for the time being with the stock market downturn.

However, there still appears to be plenty of private capital 

looking for opportunities to access renewables portfolios. 

Expect more farm downs, an option that Repsol, TotalEnergies 

and Equinor have used successfully to unlock gains. And 

perhaps even going a step further, as Repsol did last month 

selling 25% of its renewables unit for EUR0.9 billion.

The article by Simon Flowers, chairman, chief analyst, and au-

thor of The Edge, first appeared over Wood Mackenzie on 14th 

July 2022.

What’s driving

energy investors? 

Investing in the low-carbon economy was a huge stock market theme through 2020 

and 2021. Policy support in the wake of net zero pledges at COP26 last November 

only seemed to set the seal on a structural shift into green investment plays and out 

of fossil fuel sectors.

It’s been a very different story in 2022. War and the changing economic climate 

have turned things on their head. Energy – oil and gas in particular – was a stellar 

stock market performer for the first five months of the year, with the rising tide of 

oil and gas prices lifting all boats. But has it changed investor perceptions of the 

different decarbonisation strategies across the sector? Greig Aitken and Dave Clark 

from WoodMac’s Corporate Upstream team took me through their latest thoughts.

  

First, investors piled into the pure play oil and gas producers that are most leveraged 

to oil prices, much as they would in any upcycle. US independents led the sector 

rise through early June before the oil price and shares fell back over the last month.

Persisting with capital discipline paid off big time in 2022, with high prices turning 

upstream players into cash machines. Financially stretched companies that were 

expected to take up to five years to pay down debt to ‘normal’ levels at US$60-70/

bbl were suddenly able to do it in two years at US$100/bbl. Earnings and cash flow 

ballooned, share prices rose.

But that free cash flow isn’t being ploughed into growth this cycle. Most companies 

are targeting low-to-mid single-digit production growth, well below the targets of 

yesteryear. Investors don’t want companies to spend more; a tight upstream supply 

chain has diluted bang for buck for incremental spend. And then there’s self-interest 

– management has found that the less they spend, the better the company’s shares 

perform.

MarKEt nEWs 
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 Aes CorporAtion 
AnD pv gAs

grAnteD investMent 
registrAtion CertiFiCAte For 

son My lng terMinAl 

Representatives of AES and PetroVietnam Gas JSC (PV Gas) were granted an Investment 
Registration for the Son My LNG terminal project, AES said over its website. 

AES Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Office, Bernard Da Santos, and PV 
Gas President and CEO, Hoang Van Quang, received the Certificate from Vietnam’s 
Minister of Investment and Planning, Nguyen Chi Dung at a ceremony in the presence 
of Vietnamese Prime Minster Pham Minh Chinh, U.S. Secretary of Commerce Gina M. 
Raimondo as well as Vietnamese and US government officials.

The Investment Registration Certficate is a major enabler for the establishment of the 
Son My LNG terminal project company, which is formed by PV Gas and AES affiliates. 
The terminal will have an installed capacity of 450Tbtu and represents a total investment 
of about USD1.4billion. 

The terminal is expected to achieve financial completion in 2023 and begin commercial 
operations in 2026. 

“This is an important milestone for the development of the Son My LNG terminal project, 
which will supply LNG to southern Vietnam and play a major role in shaping Vietnam’s 
energy future by diversifying the energy mix with imported LNG,” said David Stone, 
President of AES Vietnam. 

The Son My LNG terminal complements AES’ project in the Son My 2 Combined 
Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power plant. Together, the plant and the terminal affirm 
AES’s commitment to Vietnam’s economic growth and energy transition through 
the development of gas and renewable infrastructure, while helping Vietnam meet its 
energy transition goals and increasing demand for sustainable affordable electricity. 

As a leader in clean growth and innovation, AES has been leading the energy industry 
with cutting edge technologies in LNG to power, renewables, digital innovation, and 
battery energy storage, while creating the greener, smarter energy solutions the world 
needs. AES has extensive experience developing LNG to power projects, including 
LNG terminals in the Dominican Republic in 2003 and in Panama in 2018, which 
have been providing cleaners, more cost-effective and sustainable energy solutions 
for the Caribbean and Central America.

MarKEt nEWs 

Host Region Host City Host Venue Organised byUnder the patronage of Supported by

Co-Hosts

Visitor registration is now open

In a time of unprecedented change, join us at Gastech Milan 2022!
As the global energy landscape undertakes a rapid transformation, being 
present at Gastech 2022 will be critical in securing the position of your 
business in our new energy future.
Access the latest industry knowledge, technical expertise,  
products, solutions, and services.

Register for your complimentary visitor pass  
register.gastechevent.com

Scan the QR code
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green, CirCulAr, 
AnD eCo-FrienDly 

eConoMy 
is vietnAM’s priority For 

environMentAl proteCtion

Vietnam’s top priority in the coming years is building a roadmap, mechanism 

and policy for the formation and operation of a green, circular, and eco-friendly 

economy, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment has said, and in 

news carried by Vietnam News. 

Vietnam’s top priority in the coming years is building a roadmap, mechanism 

and policy for the formation and operation of a green, circular, and eco-friendly 

economy, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment has said.

Speaking on Thursday at a national conference reviewing environmental protection 

work between 2016 and 2022 and setting out tasks and action plans, Minister of 

Natural Resources and Environment Trần Hồng Hà emphasised the importance of 

harmonising economic development and environmental protection.

“Environmental issues are always at the centre of the agenda with the top goal 

of protecting people’s health, ensuring the quality of the living environment, and 

protecting biodiversity and ecosystems for a life in harmony with nature and a 

more sustainable future,” he said.

Hà said that the green transformation, based on a circular and low-carbon economy, 

is Vietnam’s path to sustainable development and improving the quality of people’s 

lives in the future.

Vice Minister of Natural Resources and Environment Võ 

Tuấn Nhân said the country still faces many challenges in 

environmental protection.

Environmental degradation, natural resource and biodiversity 

depletion remain complicated. In some places, the rate is at 

alarming levels such as pollution in craft villages or some 

big cities.

Infrastructure for environmental protection is inadequate 

and low-quality. The percentage of domestic wastewater 

collected and treated in urban areas was very low - only 

about 15 per cent. Most rural residential areas are not 

equipped with a centralised domestic wastewater treat-

ment system.

The volume of solid and hazardous waste is also on the 

rise. Solid waste collection and treatment in rural areas only 

reach 66 per cent of the total, and more than 80 per cent 

of landfills are substandard. The classification of domestic 

solid waste has not been carried out, he said.

Nhân said the causes of these challenges are the 

country’s out-of-date production technology, the impact of 

climate change, low awareness of environmental protection, 

inadequate human resources at State agencies in charge of 

environmental protection, especially at local and grassroots 

levels, restricted State funds for environmental protection, 

and inadequate infrastructure and technology for environ-

mental treatment.

Nhân said under the national environmental protection 

strategy to 2030 with a vision for 2050, 90 per cent of 

urban domestic solid waste, 80 per cent of rural domestic 

solid waste, and 95 per cent of hazardous waste would be 

collected and treated properly by 2025. Furthermore, 92 per 

cent of industrial parks and export processing zones will be 

equipped with a centralised wastewater treatment system.

A wind power project in the Central Highlands of Đắk Nông. — VNA/VNS Photo
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Kuva Systems, a leader in continuous methane monitoring 

for the oil and gas industry, has deployed additional infrared 

cameras after a successful pilot program with Marathon 

Oil, said the company in a press release. Kuva’s technology 

can be used by companies seeking to reduce methane 

emissions and meet environmental, social, and governance 

(ESG) goals. 

“We’re thrilled to partner with leaders in business and 

academia like Marathon Oil, Microsoft and Texas Tech to 

help deliver real environmental solutions. We now have the 

technology to help companies more quickly identify methane 

leaks by delivering actionable information, and we’re 

committed to helping our clients achieve their environmental 

goals,” said Stefan Bokaemper, CEO of Kuva Systems.

Bridger Photonics over its website said gas mapping LiDAR 

uses laser technology to detect gas leaks for efficient and 

effective methane emissions reduction. To begin the process, 

operators provide Bridger Photonics with their geographic 

production facili ty data. The Bridger team will plan, 

schedule, and coordinate scans of the assets via aircraft, 

ensuring frequency requirements and client goals are met.  

Information on leak location and rate is recorded, and 

high-resolution aerial photography and GPS coordinates 

are also captured during the flyover.

After the scan is completed, the data is analysed by our 

experienced technicians. They prepare detailed reports that 

include emission rates and specific geographic locations of 

the leaks, max path concentration, aerial imagery, and the 

date and time of the scan for every single emission. This 

actionable data can help companies comply with upcoming 

methane regulations, reach their safety and environmental 

goals, and meet natural gas certification standards. 

Understandably, with such wizardry should the world be 

worried about methane slippage?

The jury perhaps, is still out. Such innovations may not 

hurt the rich developed world of the West. But it is the poor 

and yet to be developed that needs the push past all the 

financial turnstiles. 

With methane and other kinds of ‘toxic’ compounds latently 

present in LNG, developments of gas terminals have hardly 

ever slowed down. 

jApANese IN VIetNAM

As a matter of fact, even as Vietnam’s energy demand is 

growing, LNG is not used. Among Japanese companies, 

Tokyo Gas and trading house Marubeni are aiming to start 

operations of an LNG-fired power plant in Quang Ninh 

province in the late 2020s. 

But that has not deterred the nation, by any means. LNG 

terminals are to proceed apace in Asia. Philippines and 

Vietnam are anticipated to import their first LNG cargoes. Two 

new LNG terminals are expected to come online in Vietnam 

and one in the Philippines, while another is set to open in 

Thailand, which is the region’s top gas consumer, Abhishek 

Rohatgi, Asia gas demand specialist at BloombergNEF, told 

China Dialogue.  

Japanese corporation, Marubeni said over its financial 

results and business progress report FY 2021, the company, 

“Participated in the examination of an LNG terminal 

construction project in northern Vietnam in Jan.

And according to Vietnam Investment Review, The Japan 

Petroleum Exploration Co. Ltd. (JAPEX) and Vietnam’s 

ITECO JSC have freshly signed a share purchase agreement 

and a pact on comprehensive cooperation that involves the 

procurement, storage, and supply of liquefied natural gas 

(LNG) in Vietnam.

The agreements revolve around project design and 

construction; operation and maintenance; procurement 

of LNG; finance; sales and marketing; training and 

developing local human resources in the field of LNG, 

among others.

In addition, the companies will team up to import, store, 

distribute and supply LNG by both pipelines and tank 

trucks. Their business project will start operating in the 

fourth quarter of 2024.

JAPEX Senior Vice President Matthew Tan said JAPEX wishes 

to promote the diversification of clean energy supply 

solutions, especially LNG, in the Vietnamese market.

In the long run, JAPEX and ITECO will aim to introduce a 

variety of clean fuel solutions and seek opportunities in 

new projects, he added.

terMINAl 
DeVelopMeNts: 

Are We In need Of A reset? 

If methane losses in the journey from gas well to turbine are kept low, combined-

cycle gas turbines (ccgts) are the most efficient way of producing electricity. But 

that is not usually the case.

A once ‘poster boy’ LNG typically has 85 to 95-plus percent methane, along 

with a few percent ethane, even less propane and butane, and trace amounts of 

nitrogen The exact composition of natural gas varies. Compared to hydrogen, 

green hydrogen, and bio-fuels etc LNG fares poorly. At least that is the received 

wisdom and the time has come to relook at it, and along with it the need for 

terminal developments. 

But 40% of methane emissions from energy operations around the world, argues 

the The Economist, can be eliminated. Money spent plugging the leaks would be 

recouped through increased sales. And that study was based on the average natural 

gas price for the past five years. Apply the higher prices seen last year and almost 

everything needed to eliminate emissions could be implemented “at no net cost”.

There, however, is a catch. Leaks are hard to spot. Spare gas can be burnt in 

flares. Still a lot of methane is let off in standard procedures or lost to leaks. 

Hand-held monitors were too simple such that they could do not do continuous 

monitoring, added The Economist. 

“ How MAlIgNeD HAs 

lIquefIeD NAturAl gAs 

(lNg) beeN? oNce touteD 

As tHe ‘sAVIour’ of tHe 

MArItIMe INDustry 

becAuse of Its cleAN 

propertIes, It Now looks 

to be coNsIgNeD tHe 

AsH HeAp of HIstory. Is 

lNg’s ‘poster boy’ stAtus 

effectIVely oVer?  ”jAyA prAkAsH reports. 

sPeCIAL feAtUre 

The LNG Terminal warehouse of the Vietnam Oil and Gas Group 
(PetroVietnam. Photo: pvn.vn)
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According to data from the Foreign Investment Agency 

under the Ministry of Planning and Investment, as of December 

20, 2021, Japan had ranked third among foreign investors 

in Vietnam with a total registered capital of nearly 3.9 billion 

USD, up 64.6 percent over the same period in 2020.

As how this publication reported in February 2022, Vietnam’s, 

power usage will l grow by an average of 10%-12% annually. 

Domestic gas production is expected to start declining 

from 2025 and offshore exploration faces challenges in the 

South China Sea. [Despite that], Vietnam has an ambitious 

list of 22 LNG-to-power projects planned for the next 

decade.  This pipeline offers significant opportunities for 

foreign investors and recent announcements by JERA, 

Tokyo Gas and Marubeni among others show that Japan is 

at the front of the line.

But as Vietnam transitions into an LNG importer, policies on 

LNG import prices (e.g., to allow the ability to pass on 

increases in gas prices to consumers), technical standards 

for LNG infrastructure, and the liberalisation of the electricity 

and gas markets, among others, wil l  be important 

considerations in the creation of a transparent and 

competitive market and will be critical for the development 

of the new projects, declared Saul Daniel, a partner in White 

& Case, again to this publication. 

wHAt Is cookINg IN MAlAysIA? 

According to Research Gate, the Malaysian oil and gas 

midstream market is expected to register a CAGR of more 

than 1.08% during the forecast period, 2022–2027. The 

COVID-19 pandemic has caused disruption in oil and gas 

operations in the country. For instance, giant oil and gas 

company PETRONAS, Malaysian state energy, has reported 

the risks of delays to numerous projects due to extended 

coronavirus-related lockdowns locally and around the world. 

Factors such as increasing demand for oil and rising invest-

ment in the pipeline and storage sectors are expected to 

boost the demand for the Malaysian oil and gas midstream 

market during the forecast period. However, decreasing oil 

and gas production levels, coupled with a lack of policies 

on oil stockpiling, has impeded growth in the oil and gas 

midstream sector.

The LNG terminals segment is expected to dominate the 

market over the forecast period with the expansion and 

construction of new LNG terminals. New LNG terminals are 

expected to decrease the cost of transportation.

Malaysia is expanding its oil terminal and storage capacity 

as the need for more oil storage and trading grows within 

Asia. Like its neighbour, Singapore lacks the space to 

continue increasing its storage capacity. As Singapore runs 

out of space for oil and gas storage, companies in Malaysia 

can use it as an opportunity for further growth. 

The gas and oil production in the country has been decreasing 

gradually over the years. This has become a cause of 

concern for companies in the sector about future growth 

prospects. Therefore, falling production acts as a restraint 

for the market.

conocophillips (Nyse: cop) today announced 
two transact ions intended to core up the 
important Asia-pacific segment of its diverse 
global portfolio. 

the company announced it has entered into 
an agreement to sel l  the subsidiary that 
indirectly owns the company’s 54% interest 
in the Indonesia corridor block production 
sharing contract (psc) and a 35% shareholding 
interest in the transasia pipeline company. 
the sale to Medcoenergi for $1.355 billion 
is subject to customary adjustments and is 
expected to close in early 2022, subject to certain 
conditions precedent. the Indonesia assets 
being sold produced approximately 50 thousand 
barrels of oil equivalent per day (MboeD) for 
the nine months ended sept. 30, 2021 and had 
year-end 2020 proved reserves of approximately 
85 million barrels of oil equivalent. the effective 
date for the transaction will be jan. 1, 2021.

In addition, through its Australian subsidiary, the 
company announced that it has notified origin 
energy that it is exercising its pre-emption right to 
purchase up to an additional 10% shareholding 
interest in Australia pacific lNg (AplNg) from 
origin energy for up to $1.645 billion, which will be 
funded from cash on the balance sheet, subject 
to customary adjustments. the conocophillips 
subsidiary currently holds a 37.5% AplNg share-
holding interest and would own 47.5% of AplNg 
upon closing if the other relevant AplNg share-
holder does not exercise its pre-emption rights. the 
transaction is expected to close in the first quarter 
of 2022 and is subject to Australian government 
approval. conocophillips’ full-year 2020 production 
from AplNg was approximately 115 MboeD, and 
full-year 2021 distributions are expected to be 
approximately $750 million, excluding distributions 
resulting from any additional shareholding interest 
arising from pre-emption. the effective date of the 
transaction will be july 1, 2020.

“today ’s announcement reflects our ongoing 
commitment to further strengthen our company 
across every aspect of our global portfolio,” 

said ryan lance, conocophillips chairman and 
chief executive officer. “the Asia pacific region 
plays an important role in our diversification 
advantage as an independent e&p and these two 
transactions enhance that advantage by lowering 
our aggregate decline rate and diversifying 
our product mix. we are proud of our nearly 
50-year history in Indonesia and pleased that 
Medcoenergi recognizes the value of this business. 
we are also pleased to have the opportunity to 
effectively deploy the proceeds from the sale of our 
Indonesia assets toward additional shareholding 
interest in AplNg, which supplies lNg to long-
term buyers in both china and japan and is 
currently the largest supplier of natural gas 
to Australia’s east coast domestic market, meeting 
over 30% of its total demand. through the 
achievements of AplNg and its other shareholders, 
origin energy and sinopec, AplNg has become 
a world-class integrated lNg operation. It will 
continue supplying customers in the Asia pacific 
region with reliable energy that is lower in gHg 
intensity than many of the alternatives, and thus 
help meet energy transition pathway demand 
for years to come.”

tHeN tHere Is INDoNesIA 

Indonesia has 3 LNG import facilities, according to the 

Australian Government Department of Industry, Science 

and Resources. They are: 

•	 The	Nusantara	Regas	Satu	Terminal,	or	West	Java	

Floating Storage and Regasification Unit (FSRU), in 

Jakarta Bay and has a capacity of 3 Mtpa.

•	 The	Karunia	Dewata	FSRU	in	Bali	has	a	capacity	of	

3.5 Mtpa.

•	 The	 Lampung	 FSRU	 off	 the	 coast	 of	 south-east	

Sumatra has a capacity of 2.5 Mtpa.

Indonesia has developed its domestic gas infrastructure 

to serve as a ‘virtual pipeline’, whereby import terminals 

process largely domestically produced gas for export 

to other locations within Indonesia.

Indonesia has several other FSRU projects proposed or 

under construction:

•	 Construction	of	the	0.6	Mtpa	Cilamaya	LNG	Terminal	

in West Java started in 2021.

•	 Construction	 of	 the	 Jawa-1	 FSRU	 also	 started	 in	

2021. This 2.1 Mtpa project will supply the gas-

to-power Jawa-1 project in West Java.

•	 PT	Pertamina	has	opened	tenders	for	another	FSRU	

in Central Java with a 1.4 Mtpa capacity.

As part of an overarching government programme state-

owned gas firm PT Perusahaan Gas Negara (PGN) plans 

to convert three liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals into 

regional gas distribution hubs as part of a government 
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program to cut oil imports, says the Jakarta Post. 

PGN, which expects to spend US$2.5 billion to execute 

the program, plans to focus the funding on developing its 

LNG terminal in Arun, Aceh, developing its floating stor-

age regasification unit (FSRU) in Lampung, Sumatra, and 

building a third terminal in Ambon, the capital of Maluku, 

continued Jakarta Post. 

A second initiative is to support the West Papua govern-

ment in providing LNG infrastructure for power plants in 

Jayapura, Serui, Nabire, Biak, and Manokwari, according 

to well-placed sources. 

The final initiative is LNG as a rail fuel. From the static 

test results, with a dual fuel diesel and LNG system, higher 

efficiency is obtained than other fuels. 

“The key factor for LNG as train fuel is the LNG source. 

We hope to soon realize an LNG terminal on Java 

island. Thus, LNG can be used by KAI as fuel and part 

of ESG’s commitment to reduce emissions commercially,” 

explained President Director of PLI, Nofrizal.

The fourth initiative is LNG for the port area, and this is 

one of the future businesses of Gas Subholding. There is 

PP No. 31 of 2021 regarding the implementation of IMO 

2020 related to emission standards with a maximum 

sulfur content of 0.5%.

According to INPEX, the Abadi LNG Project is based on 

an onshore LNG development scheme that INPEX as the 

operator is preparing for development alongside Shell 

in the Masela Block offshore Indonesia. The project is 

expected to produce approximately 9.5 million tons of 

LNG per year and up to approximately 35,000 barrels 

of condensate per day. The project will also supply 150 

million cubic feet of natural gas per day via pipeline to 

address local demand for natural gas.

INPEX acquired a 100% interest in the Masela Block 

in November 1998 through an open bid conducted by 

the Indonesian authorities. INPEX subsequently conducted 

exploration activit ies as the operator, discovering the 

Abadi Gas Field through the first exploratory well drilled 

in 2000. Following exploration, evaluation activities 

and development studies, INPEX conducted Pre-FEED 

work from March 2018 based on an onshore LNG 

development scheme envisaging an annual LNG production 

capacity of 9.5 million tons. INPEX submitted a revised 

plan of development in June 2019 and received 

approval from the Indonesian authorities in July 2019. 

Alongside the approval of the revised development plan, 

the Indonesian authorit ies also approved a 20-year 

extension of the production sharing contract (PSC) 

and the application for a seven-year additional time 

allocation, extending the term of the PSC until 2055. 

INPEX will undertake front-end engineering design 

(FEED) work and is aiming to reach production start up 

in the latter half of the 2020s.

Coal-to-gas switching is a dominant theme in Asian gas 

in the medium-term,” Wood Mackenzie’s vice president 

Valery Chow told a conference in in June. “With coal 

currently accounting for more than 50% of the energy 

supply mix, there are significant opportunities for increased 

gas consumption as a means of supporting carbon reduction 

targets.”, she declared. 

LNG lends  i t se l f  we l l  to  geograph ies .  As  a  vas t 

expansive nation with thousands of islands, just how can 

Indonesia energise its vast archipelago? Coal will simply 

not do it. Regional LNG facilities linked by liquefaction 

trains or custom built transport infrastructure appears 

as a very attractive option, albeit it being exorbitant. 

But that can be managed by the issuance of bonds, or 

private-public investment initiatives.

 

The other Southeast Asian LNG power, Malaysia, is not 

‘cursed’ with disparate islands except that its largest facility 

in Bintulu lies in East Malaysia and linked by carriers from 

MISC. It however does have oil something not ideal for 

powering ships, tugboats and FPSOs etc. 

What i t  can take comfort in, is a 2mil l ion metric 

tons LNG terminal in Sabah, according to a press 

release from national oil company Petronas, detailing 

a Masterplan.

According to the Masterplan, there are to be three 

distinct investment opportunities for Sabah’s natural gas 

resources, the first being the construction of a liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) plant with a capacity of 2.0 million 

tonnes per annum (MTPA) at the Sipitang Oil and Gas 

Industrial Park.

Figure 10.1: Indonesia’s LNG and gas infrastructure in East Java. Source: Wood Mackenzie (December 2021)

Drillship for the Abadi LNG Project (Source: INPEX) 
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Time To DeThrone 

‘King Coal’

Stratospheric LNG prices and increasing competition, according to Wood 
Mackenzie, with the EU are weighing on Asian LNG demand and supporting 
coal consumption across the region. Should Europe go all out for LNG to 
replace Russian pipeline gas by end-2023, Asian demand could be down by 
over 40 Mtpa by the middle of the decade compared to our base case. It is coal 
that picks up most of the slack, not renewables.

Much attention is inevitably focused on China. Even with recent Covid lockdowns, 
China is expected to post positive power demand growth in Q2 and recover 
to 5% growth for full year 2022.

Despite China’s huge investment in renewables, it would be a mistake to sugar-
coat the environmental impact of meeting this demand. China still produces 
around 60% of its power from coal and domestic coal production is receiving 
strong government support to help prevent a repeat of last summer’s power 
brownouts and reduce dependence on expensive LNG.

“ With inflation 

soaring in almost all parts 

of the World and energy 

priCes sKyroCKeting, these 

may not be the best of times 

to ever thinK of investments 

in energy infrastruCture. 

or is it? the time lag to 

move from noxious gases 

liKe Coal and Carbon 

emitting fuels, to more 

friendlies ones has been 

painfully sloW. Well, it just 

must be ”jaya praKash reports.

CoUnTrY/ reGionAL rePorT

It’s a similar story across Asia Pacific, which still gets 56% 
of its power from coal. This is related to the region’s highly 
competitive energy and manufacturing costs, and the trend 
we continue to see of power demand moving to the region’s 
more coal-intensive markets.

It is for good reason that world leaders are urgently trying to 
address the energy trilemma of security, sustainability, and 
affordability. As the impact of supply disruptions and price 
shocks in Pakistan and Sri Lanka have recently shown, 
governments that fail to act decisively can soon end up on 
the street. Nervous politicians elsewhere will have taken note.

Many governments are accelerating decarbonisation plans 
in response. The hastily formulated REPowerEU plan aims 
to increase the EU’s renewables target to 45% by 2030; 
President Biden just invoked the US Defence Production Act 
to boost domestic solar panel manufacturing; and we now 
expect Asia Pacific countries to invest US$1.8 trillion in 
renewables over the next decade. Inferentially, that portends a 
downbeat forecast for LNG terminals. 

But none of this can obscure the reality that the energy crisis 
has forced many countries back to coal to keep the lights on. 
This is abundantly clear in Asia Pacific. Even at high prices, 
regional coal demand is proving resilient, particularly in 
those markets able to ramp up production of cheap domestic 
resources, such as China and India. Just last month, 
Indonesian coal output hit a record high while Australian 
exports climbed to their highest level this year.

With soaring LNG prices and Europe outcompeting Asia for 
LNG supply, there is an increasing risk of coal rivalling gas 
for the role of the transition fuel in emerging Asian economies. 
Even mature markets such as Australia and Japan are currently 
running their coal-fired power generation hard.

This doesn’t mean governments across the region are aban-
doning emissions targets. But resilient Asian coal demand risks 
being sticky, nudging up emissions – or at least resulting in 
emissions failing to fall fast enough - just as governments need 
to push harder to decarbonise. Without action, a disorderly 
energy transition across Asia Pacific is looming.

the forK in the lng road 

At this critical juncture in the evolving mix of fuels to choose, 
just where does LNG move from here. 

“Consumption of LNG will continue to grow for decades to 
come, especially in Asia”, outlined The Economist in an excerpt 

from the article, The Supermajors Have An LNG Problem.” A 
semantic reprise was also echoed by Karthik Sathyamoorthy, 
president of AG&P when he told Fuels And Power, “LNG will be 
around over the next twenty years”. 

Yet the real problem is not what to do with LNG. Its status in the 
global economy as its stands is mainly that of a transition fuel. 
But the real problem cannot be any clearer. Because there are 
plenty of competing fuels, there may not be a clear path ahead 
to where LNG demand is headed. Then there is the vacillating 
mix of LNG spot and charter prices which like their stocks 
suffer from the caprice of the market to determine prices which 
then in turn impinges upon demand and supply forecasts, to 
ultimately impact any decision to build a terminal or not. 

On the upside, the region will see massive investment in 
renewables over the next decade. But even this needs some 
perspective: China will account for 60% of the US$1.8 trillion 
we expect to be spent but has set the unambitious target of 
meeting “at least half” of incremental power demand growth 
with renewables in the 2020-25 period. Never mind existing 
demand - even the growth in Asian power consumption over 
the next five years can’t be met by renewables alone.

Even Vietnam which once and continues to latch onto the Holy 
Grail of environmental protection came out with a ‘round-
house’ against LNG albeit unintentionally. Its National Load 
Centre in identifying one of the ‘5 Bests in 2021’, pro-
claimed, “Operating the power system in the safest and most 
stable manner: Reasonably operate new and renewable energy 
sources; regularly update the forecast of load demand; 
coordinating with hydropower plants to operate reservoirs 
reasonably in the dry season, during the winter-spring season, 
to supply water for downstream activities and especially during 
the flooding season; develop strict, reasonable and optimal 
operation plans, etc.; continuing to develop plans for the 
operation of power systems and electricity markets in con-
ditions of both epidemic prevention and production. 

Interestingly, the statement hardly mentioned LNG as a 
substitute fuel. In its place were hydropower plants and plans 
for electricity markets, inferring therefore, LNG for all its 
vaunted boasts will have to be relegated till a clear consensus 
can be reached in global usage. 

Coal still lurKing

As can be imagined the continued use of coal and exports 
of the commodity by Indonesia, Australia, and the United 
States to name a few hurts plans to ‘recharge’ the world and 
give LNG the wiggle room it desperately seeks. 

The illustration of the Ganyu liquefied natural gas terminal in Lianyungang, Jiangsu province. 
[Photo/CHINA DAILY]
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Hence, the fallback to the very commodity that caused today’s 
climate crisis: coal. Global purchases of imported coal totalled 
US$149 billion in 2021, enthused the Bulletin Reporter. 

That dollar cost for worldwide coal imports reflects an 11.9% 
increase since 2017 when imported coal cost $133.2 billion 
and a 55.5% acceleration from 2020 when globally imported 
coal amounted to $95.9 billion. In April, China’s official 
news bulletin, China Daily citing China’s Ministry of Finance 
said “it will cut import tariff for coal to zero from May 1 to 
March 31, 2023, as an effort to guarantee energy supply 
and promote high quality development…. currently, import 
tariff for coal ranges between 3 percent and 6 percent, 
depending on the specific type of coal”, added the statement.

Most coal importers are in Asia with India leading the pack 
with Japan, China, South Korea, and Taiwan making up the 
rest of the global ‘cavalcade’ of coal users. 

singapore’s bet

Just what the external environment dictates will ultimately 
determine what Singapore decides with LNG tankers, 
terminals, and barges.  

“If demand grows, we in Singapore will see a different picture. 
But many LNG tankers are being built including for container 
ships. There are bunkering tankers in Singapore meaning to 
suggest we may need proper bunkering terminals for LNG 
tankers”, explained a senior official close to Hong Lam 
Marine Pte Ltd to Fuels and Power. 

All the same, Singapore’s LNG girth is widening. 

Global Energy Monitor says as of January 2018, the expansion 
to 11 mtpa was complete in its terminal was complete and 
a further expansion was planned for late 2018, involving 
the construction of a fourth storage tank that would hold 
260,000 cubic meters of gas. In December 2018 it was 
reported that SLNG was considering building a fifth storage 
tank with 180,000-cbm to 260,000-cbm capacity and 
commencement date of 2022 or 2023. 

A SLNG spokesman told Fuels and Power, “cold energy 
(energy coming from cold environments) is released as part of 
the SLNG Terminal’s LNG regasification process and [that] this 
energy could potentially be harnessed for various uses such as 
cooling or processes that require low temperatures etc.” 

Still as Fuels and Power understands, “SLNG’s expertise lies 
primarily in the storing and handling of cryogenic liquids. 
Linde has an extensive technology and asset portfolio in 
Carbon capture, purification and liquefaction that will 
integrate well with SLNG’s capabilities, to provide a more 
efficient decarbonisation solution for Singapore. In this 
regard, both Linde (Linde Gas Singapore Pte. Ltd. (LGS) is 
the operating entity of The Linde Group in Singapore) and 
SLNG are working towards the enabling of Singapore’s 
decarbonisation plans.

Singapore LNG, owner, and operator of the Jurong LNG 
terminal, is undertaking studies to build additional jetty 
capacity to support future small-scale LNG and LNG 

bunkering demand. In July 2020 the Energy Market Authority 
of Singapore issued a Request-for-Proposal (RFP) to appoint 
up to two additional LNG term importers for Singapore. A 
decision is expected in the first half of 2021.

In November 2020, the SLNG Terminal crossed the 100th 

Gas-Up/Cool-Down (GUCD) milestone on 28 November 
2020 when it successfully completed its 101st GUCD 
operation on the GasLog Georgetown.

As how Jurong Port rejoiced, the port is indeed delighted to 
play a role by providing the infrastructure needed for the devel-
opment of LNG bunkering. This will support the creation of an 
LNG hub in Singapore and reinforce its maritime hub status. 
Together with partners like FueLNG, JP will build up the neces-
sary support facilities to meet the requirements of the industry.

As how the International Energy Agency (IEA) noted, the Asia 
Pacific region accounts for over half of incremental global gas 
consumption in the coming years, driven principally by the 
development of gas in China and India. While the prospects of 
natural gas remain strong for these two markets, the outlook 
is highly dependent on China’s and India’s future policy 
direction and recovery path in the post-crisis environment. 

Despite the current economic headwinds and uncertainty, 
natural gas still benefits from strong policy support in both 
countries, with ongoing reforms to increase the role of gas 
in the energy mix. Future growth in the industry sector, 
which constitutes the main driver of incremental gas 
demand in both countries, will however highly depend 
on the pace of economic recovery, both for domestic and 
export markets for industrial goods.

That perhaps is a harbinger of things to come. 

Picture from the website of Jurong Port shows a celebratory moment. The port signed a long-term terminal service agreement with FuelLNG for 
the provision of port infrastructure and services to support the berthing of LNG fuelled vessels at JP for truck-ship LNG bunkering. Picture above shows a Singapore LNG terminal

Last year’s toast of the year; the GasLog Georgetown.
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Global energy demand is expected to grow by 30% between 2015 and 2040, 
according to the International Energy Agency. According to the global energy 
body, a record of nearly $65 billion was set in 2019 for investment decisions in lique-
fied natural gas (LNG) liquefaction facilities, setting the stage for global capacity to 
increase by over 16%. Much of the investment has been supported by trends in deal 
structuring that are enabling developers to reach project milestones at a more rapid 
pace than in the past.

Just not wanting to miss a commercial chance is Malaysia’s national oil company, 
Petroliam Nasional Bhd, or Petronas. It signed a memorandum of understanding 
(MOU) to build Sabah’s first and largest near-shore floating liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) facility. 

The signing solidified collaborative efforts between the oil major and the Sabah 
Oil and Gas Development Corporation Sdn Bhd (SOGDC) for the Front-End 
Engineering and Design (FEED) stage and targeted to complete its Final Investment 
Decision (FID) end of this year.

Floating lng 
To ‘ReTuRn’ 

“  Without any 

musing, the CoViD-19 

panDemiC sappeD the 

Vitality oF eConomiC 

groWth in eVery part oF 

the WorlD. the last tWo 

years Can be labelleD as 

the ‘lost years.’ but noW 

that the panDemiC is 

WinDing DoWn there is 

eVery bit oF an optimism. 

anD the First plaCe to 

look a is Where is hoW 

lng or Flng is ‘roCking’ 

global eConomies.  ”jaya prakash report.  

TeCHnoLoGY neWS

Picture above the New Straits Times (NST) shows Sabah Deputy Chief Minister Datuk Dr 
Joachim Gunsalam (centre) attending the MoU signing ceremony between LNG Assets, 
Gas Business vice president Abang Yusuf Abang Puteh (left) and state Industrial Development 
Ministry (MID) permanent secretary Thomas Logijin. - Pic courtesy of MID.

According to the New Straits Tines (NST), “SOGDC is actively 
engaging with local industry players and contractors that 
provide services like mechanical and electrical services, 
health and safety, offshore and onshore maintenance and 
upstream services and other related services.

“Based on the engagement with the local contractors 
in Sabah recently, local contractors are keen to support 
SOGDC as the anchor for developing the local Sabahan 
contractors for projects within SOGIP to not only to grow 
but to safeguard their interest while providing services 
and solutions to their clients,” said Deputy Chief Minister 
and State Industrial Development Minister Datuk Joachim 
Gunsalam. 

The latest development comes on the heels of yet another 
landmark accomplishment when Petronas marked an-
other milestone in floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) 
technologies following the delivery of its 50th LNG cargo 
from its first FLNG facility, the PETRONAS Floating LNG 
SATU (PFLNG SATU), declared the company in a web-
site announcement. The milestone cargo was successfully 
loaded on 25 September 2021 onto the Seri Cemara LNG 
carrier operated by MISC Berhad for shipment to Taiwan. 

The 50th cargo is a significant achievement for PETRONAS, 
a pioneer in the industry, and demonstrates the viability 
of offshore gas production with FLNG solutions. The first 
FLNG cargo was produced from the Kanowit gas field, off-
shore Sarawak in 2017, stressed the company.  

PFLNG SATU was also the world’s first FLNG facility to 
successfully produce LNG from two remote gas fields 
when it was relocated from the Kanowit gas field to its 
current location at the Kebabangan gas field, offshore 
Sabah, in 2019.  

PETRONAS Vice President of LNG Assets, Abang Yusuf Abang 
Puteh said, “We are proud to celebrate this milestone 
cargo from PFLNG SATU which attests to the world-class 
reliability of our first FLNG facility and more importantly, the 
commitment of our workforce to provide an uninterrupted 
supply of LNG to our customers. 

“This achievement showcases our leadership in the LNG 
industry, where we continue to benefit from our first-mover 
advantage to monetise remote and stranded gas fields 
with FLNG solutions. Despite operating in a challenging 
environment heightened by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

PFLNG SATU has produced and exported nearly 3.18 
million tonnes of LNG from the Kebabangan and Kanowit gas 
fields since 2017, whilst maintaining high Health, Safety, 
Security and Environment (HSSE) standards,” Abang Yusuf 
added. The PFLNG SATU is designed to operate at water 
depths of up to 200 meters with a production capacity of 
1.2 million tonnes of LNG per annum. 

Floating liquefied natural gas (FLNG) technology is 
complementary to conventional onshore liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) as it helps to accelerate the development of 
gas resources to meet the world’s growing demand.

According to the United Nations Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the value of global 
trade increased during Q1 2022, although its growth 
continued to decelerate. Overall, the value of global trade 
reached a record level of about US$ 7.7 trillion in Q1 
2022, an increase of about US$ 1 trillion relative to Q1 
2021, and of about US$ 250 million relative to Q4 2021. 
Trade in goods (merchandise) and trade in services both 
grew during Q1 2022. Trade in goods reached about US$ 
6.1 trillion (an increase of about 25 per cent relative to 
Q1 2021, and an increase of about 3.6 per cent relative 
to Q4 2021). 

Demand for oil, says the OPEC Secretary General, 
Mohammad Sanusi Barkindo, will rise. It is projected to 
rise by a robust 28% in the period to 2045. Oil is expected 
to retain the largest share of the energy mix, accounting 
for just over 28% followed by gas at around 24%. The 
combination of these hydrocarbons will mean significant 
changes to population shifts and continual spikes in 
economic developments.

small-sCale plants

In the words of Mordor Intelligence, the small-scale LNG 
market was estimated to be USD 7.12 billion in 2020, and 
it is expected to reach USD 15.6 billion by 2027, regsitering 
a CAGR of 12.93% during the forecast period of 2022-
2027. The COVID-19 pandemic has severely impacted 
the market due to disruption in the supply chain, reduction 
in energy consumption, and discouraging investments in 
newer technologies. 

However, with increasing pressure on large-scale LNG 
plants to showcase returns to investors, the operating 
companies are increasingly backing small-scale LNG 
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initiatives. The small-scale LNG plant with a capacity of 
less than 1 MTPA can be constructed within three years, 
compared to large-scale LNG plants, which can take up 
to 10 years. Moreover, factors, such as increasing demand 
for LNG in bunkering, road transportation, and off-grid 
power, are expected to drive the small-scale LNG market in 
the coming years.

However, factors such as the high operation cost of small-
scale LNG and lack of supporting infrastructure in the 
regions such as the Middle-East and Africa and high CAPEX 
requirements, along with a long payback period of more 
than 12 years, are expected to hinder the growth of the 
market studied.

Transportation application is expected to dominate the 
small-scale LNG market, owing to the increasing demand 
for LNG as a fuel source for ships and heavy-duty trucks.

Owing to the high capital expenditure required for a small-
scale LNG infrastructure, the development of cost-efficient 
small-scale LNG infrastructure is expected to provide 
significant opportunities to the small-scale LNG technology 
providers and transporters in the future.

Asia-Pacific dominated the market across the world, with 
most of the demand coming from countries such as Japan, 
China, and South Korea.

teChnologiCal Challenges

One of the greatest attractions of FLNG is of its potential to 
unlock and release for commercial reasons natural gas 
resources. Alas what is found today are usually unproven 
technologies to embark on the mentioned tasks. Techniques 

without industrial reference such as those relating to gas-
to-liquid and gas hydrates are noticeably absent as are 
the mechanisms to identify risk and mitigation in cases of 
emergency. Over in remote areas, gas management has 
become critical retarding any possibility of ever building 
pipelines. The question of flaring is in dispute. 

The idea of re-injecting gas into a reservoir to enhance 
oil recovery is becoming more and more expensive with 
no real prospect of recouping potential revenues by 
any means. 

Technip Energies is a pioneer in offshore floating liquefied 
natural gas (FLNG), providing an alternative to traditional 
onshore LNG plants. Floating LNG avoids building and 
operating long-distance pipelines - no extensive onshore 
infrastructure needed. FLNG offers a fast, commercially 
attractive, and environmentally friendly approach to 
monetization of offshore stranded gas fields or associated 
gas from oil production.

We are the only energy contractor to integrate all core 
activities clients need: Gas processing and liquefaction, 
offshore modularization, marine and naval engineering 
and LNG transfer. We benefit from key EPC project refer-
ences such as Prelude, Petronas Satu or Coral FLNG in 
addition to multiple engineering studies.

With our strong expertise and experience and a global 
team of expert managers and engineers, we can manage 
our clients’ entire projects from design to startup. We provide 
a unique source for integrated Engineering, Procurement, 
Construction and Installation (EPCI) contracts. We are a 
pioneer in FLNG, an innovative, commercially viable alterna-
tive to traditional onshore LNG plants.
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The Daishan No 4 wind farm 
[Photo/Chinanews.com]

project News

 Gale Winds 
IN chINa

China’s offshore wind power development is on the rise as the country prioritizes 
new energy capacity to support its green transition, experts said and cited by 
the official China News Daily

“China’s offshore wind power is embracing a window of opportunity for 
development. With an estimated reduction of cost from 1,000 yuan ($148) to 
2,000 yuan per kilowatt during the 14th Five-Year Plan period (2021-25), a more 
mature industrial chain and an improved power transmission network, the 
industry will see further growth,” said Hu Xiaofeng, director of the new energy 
department of the China Renewable Energy Engineering Institute (CREEI).

Hu said the industry has seen rapid development in the past decade, thanks 
to technology innovation to reduce production costs and improve equipment 
performance, as well as enhanced policies and regulations.

China commissioned 16.9 million kW of offshore wind power capacity last year, 
which accounted for over 80 percent of the world’s total and pushed China’s 
total installed capacity to 26.93 million kW, according to a report by the institute.
The surge in installed capacity of offshore wind power has attracted a total of 
320 billion yuan of investment in the same year. With a total of 26.93 million 
kW installed capacity, China surpassed the United Kingdom and led the world’s 
ranking last year, according to the report.

“China has abundant offshore wind resources thanks to its 18,000-kilometer-
long mainland coastline, the movement of tropical cyclones in summer and 
winter, and the movement of cold air from the north in winter and spring, 
which makes offshore wind power an area of great potential for development 
under the country’s green commitment,” said Yi Yuechun, deputy director-
general of the CREEI.

“Power transmission could be challenging for many renewable sources. As China’s 
coastal cities are also the areas in most demand of electricity, offshore wind 
power transmission is no longer a big concern for the industry,” Hu said.

Have you read 
our other magazine?

see us on the web at 
www.petrominonline.com

“The offshore wind power’s rapid development is also 
beneficial for coastal cities to increase the proportion of 
clean energy in its energy structure, achieve carbon goals 
and accelerate their transition to a greener economy.”

According to the report, coastal provinces including Jiangsu, 
Guangdong, Fujian, Zhejiang and Liaoning achieved a 
million-kW of installed capacity of offshore wind power by 
the end of 2021. The newly increased installed capacity 
of offshore wind power from Jiangsu and Guangdong 
accounted for 69 percent of the country ’s total.

To support the industry ’s development, some coastal 
prov inces ro l led out  suppor t ive pol ic ies  inc luding 
offering subsidies.

According to the report, the offshore wind power industry has 
seen more innovation in the past decade. The 11-megawatt 
turbines, a type of large capacity turbine produced by the 
Shanghai Electric Group, have successfully been installed 
in Shantou, Guangdong recently.

“The launch of large capacity turbines helps reduce overall 
costs of offshore wind power projects and improves the use 

efficiency of land, ocean, and wind resources,” Yi said.

Wind turbine manufacturer Mingyang Smart Energy Group 
Co Ltd has cooperated with China State Shipbuilding Corp 
Ltd’s offshore wind power unit and jointly launched 16-MW 
turbines last year.

The industry has also seen longer wind turbine blades 
which are able to capture more wind and raise power gen-
eration efficiency, the report said.

The Shanghai Electric Group has recently announced its 
112-meter-long blades have rolled out of the production 
line, which broke a record in the length of China’s offshore 
wind blades.

According to the report, the industry has also seen a more 
mature industrial chain. Six offshore wind power companies 
have made it onto the list of top 10 offshore wind turbine 
manufacturers in terms of grid-connected capacities. 
Production capacity of equipment such as submarine 
communication cables is steadily improving. The industry 
also saw improvement in installation facilities and more 
professionals in inspection and project design.
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 OffshOre Wind 
PrOjects 

to rise iN AsiA

New analysis from Westwood Global Energy Group (Westwood), the specialist 
energy market research and consultancy firm, reveals offshore wind energy projects 
final investment decisions (FIDs), outside mainland China, will grow 57% in the next 
18 months, compared to the 2019-20 period. The growth represents an additional 
20.4GW of new power capacity with just under a third of this activity being driven by 
emerging offshore wind markets such as the USA, Vietnam, and South Korea. 

The analysis comes as Westwood launches its new WindLogix application as 
part of its global offshore energy intelligence interface. Developed to offer OEMs, 
vessel owners, engineering houses and developers daily data driven insight, for 
early identification of offshore wind supply chain opportunities, the solution 
delivers highly intuitive market analytics dashboards alongside offshore wind 
project, vessel, station, and component data.   

“Westwood is committed to helping our clients navigate the energy transition 
successfully, with the offshore market evolving fast. You can no longer look at the oil 
and gas and offshore wind sectors as binary – lines are blurred and so are supply 
chains. Companies need to adjust their strategies to grasp the opportunities, and 
therefore our WindLogix application is integrated into our offshore energy suite of 
solutions.” said Thom Payne, Head of Offshore Energy Services at Westwood. 

“Even though Westwood has been analysing offshore wind since 2006, the market 
is still young, and the construction and installation of wind farms has benefitted from 
lower oil and gas supply chain prices, because of weaker oil and gas demand. 
This has enabled the growth in offshore wind by making it easier to access shared 
services cost efficiently. But as prices rise, developers will struggle to compete, 
especially as offshore wind projects become more complex and require more 
intricate engineering, equipment, and vessels. WindLogix’s intuitive user interface 
will enable our clients to identify the most relevant market opportunities, prioritise 
resources and stay ahead of the curve.” adds Payne. 

In addition, WindLogix will offer quarterly reports covering policy mechanisms, 
reviews of OEM performance, activity updates, five-year regional activity out-
looks and analysis of key challenges facing the offshore wind sector. The solution 
has been designed to holistically integrate into Westwood’s full suite of offshore 
solutions including PlatformLogix, SubseaLogix and RigLogix. 

FIGURE 1: NEAR-TERM FID CAPACITY OUTLOOK BY KEY REGION
SOURCE: WINDLOGIX
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 Keppel o&M 
partners M1

to implemeNt southeast 
asia’s first maritime 5G ar/Vr 

smart Glasses solutioN

Keppel Offshore & Marine Ltd (Keppel O&M), in partnership with M1 Limited (M1), 

has implemented 5G Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) Smart Glasses 

solution at its yard in Singapore, the first in Southeast Asia’s maritime industry. 

The pilot project is part of Keppel O&M’s strategy to leverage digitalisation 

and virtual technology to enhance the efficiency of remote operations for its 

tech-enabled workforce. The project received a grant from IMDA’s 5G Innovation 

Programme for the development of virtual platform solutions.  

Smart Glasses has multiple applications; it can be deployed in different phases 

of a project’s construction as well as to optimise the use of resources in ship-

yard settings. Versatile virtual platform solutions such as Smart Glasses can 

help to improve the overall efficiency of production processes in the maritime 

industry.  

Equipped with a camera lens, microphone, micro speaker, and cellular or WIFI 

reception, Smart Glasses are powered by leading-edge software that can perform 

real time analyses and provide data to the wearer. The device also enables 

the wearer to communicate seamlessly with a receiver or control room. Smart 

Glasses are also equipped with a micro projector, which can project a digital 

overlay of text and images within the wearer’s field of vision.

Mr Chris Ong, CEO of Keppel O&M, said: “As a provider of leading-edge 

solutions for the maritime industry, Keppel O&M is pleased to partner M1 in 

leveraging digital technologies to enhance yard operations and safety. During 

the Covid-19 pandemic when safe management measures limited physical 

inspections and site surveys, we were the first to officially 

conduct remote inspections for a newbuild vessel with a 

classification society using Smart Glasses.

“Today, we are further expanding its use to not only 

improve the efficiency of delivering projects and enhancing 

yard operations but also widening our capabilities to 

provide digital solutions for our customers’ assets. This is 

part of Keppel O&M’s Yard of the Future initiative, which 

harnesses digitalisation to transform our products, services, 

and operations.”

Keppel O&M worked with M1 to test-bed applications for 

Smart Glasses, harnessing M1’s 5G high-speed and low 

latency connectivity to enable quicker and more effective 

responses.

Mr Manjot Singh Mann, CEO of M1, said, “We are pleased 

to collaborate with Keppel O&M to pilot 5G-enabled 

wearables such as Smart Glasses, which can help solve 

critical challenges in Singapore’s maritime industry.

“Through M1’s robust 5G network, Smart Glasses can 

provide high-bandwidth immersive AR/VR environment 

that enables highly detailed representations and real time 

information to be relayed to users and control centres. 

The successful introduction of the Smart Glasses solution 

at Keppel O&M is a useful test case that can be scaled 

and replicated to boost operational efficiency and safety 

across businesses and industries.” 

Through partnerships with IMDA, M1 and technology 

experts, Keppel O&M aims to develop and commercialise 

5G-enabled solutions for the maritime sector. The Smart 

Glasses and its enhanced features are being test-bedded 

in the following areas at Keppel O&M:  

The Smart Glasses are used to digitalise the process of 

inspection and asset maintenance. Inspection personnel 

wearing Smart Glasses can view work instructions, that 

can be controlled through voice-commands, via the display 

headset. This replaces labour-intensive manual check 

sheets and drawings. Remote expertise and coaching can 

also be provided via the platform. This application can 

reduce the manhours required for on-site quality inspection 

by as much as 50%.

This AR application allows the monitoring of equipment 

performance and on-board system parameters via real-

time sensor data. Using AR-enabled Smart Glasses, field 

engineers will be able to capture and stream live data to 

their main office to receive real-time remote guidance.

Sensor data can also be overlayed on the site engineer’s 

field of vision, displaying key information such as the 

equipment’s real-time critical performance and condition 

during operations. This will also provide a common 

platform for field engineers and office-based support to 

troubleshoot and rectify issues. This application aims to 

improve field engineers’ efficiency by 40%.

Using Smart Glasses to conduct remote virtual walk-

throughs of a vessel will allow Keppel engineers, clients, 

and classification societies to perform pre-construction 

feasibility assessments simultaneously and this will enable 

potential engineering design issues to be identified 

earlier, which helps to mitigate pre-construction risks. In 

addition, during the construction phase, engineers can 

use Smart Glasses to validate that the project is being 

constructed to the correct specifications. The solution 

can also facilitate collaboration across different yards 

and locations where various vessel components are 

being constructed

“ the pilot project, 

which received a grant 

under the iMda 5g 

innovation prograMMe 

is part of Keppel o&M’s 

strategy to leverage 

digitalisation for reMote 

virtual operations, Keppel 

and Marine said over its 

website. ” 
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“From where just where 

lNG traFFic is headed to how 

the commodity will paN out 

iN Global markets, karthik 

sathyamoorthy oF aG&p has 

a lNyx-eyed overview oF the 

course oF lNG trajectory 

iN today’s world markets. 

it was as is iF he was sittiNG 

iN a helicopter watchiNG 

the world oF lNG uNFold 

beNeath him. jaya prakash 

cauGht up with him For 

luNch iN dowNtowN 

siNGapore For luNch For 

oNe oF the most peNetratiNG 

iNsiGhts iNto the much 

vauNted commodity Now at 

the core oF all debate iN the 

maritime world. ” 

the

polymath

It was just a little after 12:00am when I arrived at the Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore’s 

downtown Orchard Road, for the interview that I just needed to have with the 

President of AG&P, Karthik Sathyamoorthy. It had rained slightly but, cleared just 

in time for the fresh, effulgent rays of sunshine to crease through.

The weather and its latent vagaries were just the cue for the interview to revolve 

around the theme of the durability of LNG and its continued appeal as the marine 

fuel of choice for the hordes in the world now sandwiched between it and the 

many, multiple, and competing alternatives.

“We cannot operate fully on renewable energy. What if there is no sunshine”, 

quipped the bespectacled, Sathyamoorthy, indispensably distinct by his calm, and 

PeRSONALItY PROFILe unruffled demeanour marked by an otherwise, polished, 

brand of language punctuated by inflections in his tone, of 

his native state of Tamil Nadu in India.

“That is where LNG becomes the backup”, he countered, 

in a quick, crisp, indisputable syntax. 

With an oracular kind of vision, he forecasts the develop-

ment of LNG terminals and supporting infrastructure from 

Philippines to Indonesia, to South Asia. 

“The Philippines needs an LNG facility”, he declared within the 

subtext of, “[LNG] “is an opportunity for emerging markets”. 

Giving a global overview of LNG, he notes that the future of 

LNG depends on markets driving up prices. 

And those prices have every bit of bearing on today’s spot 

market prices, the recurring nature and scope of such contracts 

and actions of suppliers who maybe tempted to offer flexibility.

“A [LNG] spot market will evolve as the price evolves. Once 

the market balances (meaning there is adequate supply and 

demand) a spot market will develop”, observed Sathyamoorthy, 

underscoring his prescience of the never ending dynamics 

shaping the industry, today. And because the market is hardly 

‘satiated’ there is not much of a heft, implied Sathyamoorthy. 

“China has ‘stayed’ away from the market and imported less 

of the commodity last month”, he said, in oblique reference to 

today’s market dynamics.

China if anything, was world’s largest LNG importing country 

in 2021. It imported around 110 billion cubic meters of 

liquefied natural gas. China was followed by Japan, with 

imports amounting to 100billion cubic meters in 2021.

Yet there is much by way of geopolitics bearing down on LNG.

Even as Qatar maybe an important player in the world, the 

war in Ukraine has had unquestionably made a discernible 

impact with Europeans making a beeline for the gas 

because of the disruptions in gas supplies and their distaste 

for coal. “Most people have decommissioned coal”, noted 

Sathyamoorthy. 

…oF dereGulatioN, taxatioN aNd 
lNG’s Future

Those sentiments were also shared by the International 

Energy Agency which talked about a considerable downward 

revision of gas’ growth prospects. Global gas demand is set 

to rise by a total of 140 billion cubic metres (bcm) between 

2021 and 2025, according to the new Gas Market Report 

– less than half the amount forecast previously and smaller 

than the 170 bcm increase seen in 2021 alone.

The European distaste certainly struck a chord with 

Sathyamoorthy, averring, “we should not focus on coal” he 

lamented, and “nations” he declared emphatically “[must] 

get onto the LNG bandwagon.”

Touching on deregulation, Sathyamoorthy was just 

as unequivocal. “Deregulation”, he adds “is inevitable. 

Governments need to have to have the strong will power 

[to effect change]” because “deregulations are inevitable 

over the next 10 years”.  

As a matter of fact, a lack of political will has been the bane 

and nations that do not latch on deregulations.

Just another metric, according to him, is taxation. Though 

Sathyamoorthy did not say so, tax holidays up to 5 years 

should become available for new operations. Capital 

injections made by upstream companies to separate crude 

from oil and gas from catchment enclosures into usable 

products should be considered as part of the oil field 

development and thus enjoy recovery at the higher petroleum 

profits tax rate. 

If tax initiatives are formulated, and eventually implemented, 

the “benefits will come through those reforms”.

 

On that, Sathyamoorthy was unsparing in his observation, 

noting that Southeast Asian nations are open to a tax 

regime, in obvious reference for the need for tax reforms and 

equally more for a taxation inspired ‘rejuvenation’ for the 

globe’s LNG economy. 

It is a point to be taken up for nations wishing to expand 

their writ of economic activities. LNG is not just a plain 

transitory fuel. It signals the future; a future where greening 

and tackling climate change in an era of torrential floods 

and torrid storms have become all the rage.  

And who else knows it better than Sathyamoorthy. Throwing 

LNG out is hurtling into peril for as was we all know; the sun 

does not shine every day for renewable energy to supplant 

and take the place of LNG. 

The commodity future is secured and secured it will and it 

takes a metaphorical vicar to tell it like it is. 

Mr. Karthik Sathyamoorthy 
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NOMENCLATURE

NomeNclature

abandoned well: a well (oil, natural gas, or water injection) not in use because 

it was a dry hole originally, or because it has ceased to pro-

duce economical quantities of oil and/or natural gas or has 

become unusable. Regulations require the plugging of aban-

doned wells to prevent the seepage of oil, gas, or water from 

one stratum of underlying rock to another. 

able-bodied seaman (aB): a member of an LNG crew, with three years of sea ser-

vice, certified by examination to perform all the duties 

of an experienced seaman. A typical LNG ship carries 

five ABs in her crew complement. See Crew Acid gas: 

a gas that contains compounds, such as CO2, H2S, 

or mercaptans, that can form an acid in solution with 

water. 

acquiring shipper:  In the context of capacity release, a shipper who acquires 

firm capacity rights from a releasing shipper. Also known as 

replacement shipper. 

adiabatic:  A term describing a thermodynamic process in which no heat is added 

to or removed from the system. 

admeasurement: The confirmed or official dimensions of an LNG ship. 

advanced turbine systems:  Industrial gas turbines, approximately 5 and 15 mega-

watts (MW) in capacity, for distributed generation, in-

dustrial and cogeneration markets; and gas turbines, 

combined-cycle systems, 400 MW, for large, baseload, 

central-station power-generation markets. ATS expecta-

tions are to meet or exceed 60% system efficiencies in 

the utility market, and to increase efficiencies of indus-

trial turbines by 15%. The new turbines emit far less 

nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide, and unburned hydro-

carbons than current gas turbine systems. 

(ats)

a trade Facilitator 
LikE NO OThER 

It would not take a costermonger to know where to hawk his wares. He knows just where 
he needs to go. He is, in other words, like an artery in commerce of the streets. Take him 
out, and there will be no one to mind the exigencies of street commerce. 

He is, therefore, a commercial facilitator except that he is relegated to the sidelines. 
 
Like seaports, gas terminals are only effacing. It means though we know those facilities 
are there, but they do not get what we may want to consider as their due deserts. It is 
like attending a wedding and nobody paying any attention to the groom or the bride. 

Even if they bolt altogether nobody would seem to care. That action downplays the very 
reason why there was marriage in the first place.

Is silence the loudest scream? It seems just like that with terminals with nobody giving 
it any heed. 

A terminal is a similar kettle of fish. It is ‘Mr. Second Fiddle’. We know we need it yet 
cannot seem to latch onto its significance. 

Can it be the ‘ugly duckling’ of the maritime ecosystem…no, not yet. 

For all that has been said and even unsaid, terminals are overshadowed. Maybe it must 
be with LNG only becoming a recent phenomenon when seaports have long existed 
beginning at the times when international commerce began. Terminals have only just 
begun springing up. 

Yet the thing about terminals is that they play an extraordinary function in the commerce 
of a nation. Though not an outsized role, it is a role all the same with added repercus-
sions for the economy.

After liquefied natural (LNG) has arrived at a terminal’s storage tanks, it flows 
through pipes. The pipes can withstand very low temperatures and when that is 
over, the boil-off gas is sent back to the terminal storage to the LNG tanker to 
maintain the pressure inside its cargo tanks. 

We will never know the importance of terminals until we know the very arcane role it 
plays channeling electricity and powering our homes and cars. 

So, it is a trade facilitator like how a seaport exhibits all the time. Terminals do not do 
what a bride and a groom do of fussing over themselves. They give a lifeline to every-
body and that makes a crucial difference. 

They are vitally needed and like every conventional seaport, they too are a trade facilitator. 

“  like a 

costermoNger who 

receives little dues like 

a supermarket retailer gas 

termiNals too, 

suFFer No less a Fate 

aNd By exteNsioN, 

recogNitioN.  ” 

ThE COLUMN
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agency service: An arrangement that allows a gas buyer to 

give an agent authority to act on the buy-

er’s behalf to arrange or administer pipe-

line transportation and/or sales services. 

aggregate receipt points: 

1) A hub where different supply sources intersect on a gas 

pipeline; 

2) multiple producer meters entering a pipeline. 

aggregators: 1) Acts on behalf of groups of producers to 

collect producer supplies and sell the gas 

in commingled blocks to end-users. Prior to 

deregulation, a limited number of aggre-

gators operated. Aggregators do not take 

title to the gas but simply find markets and 

negotiate prices for pools of producers. Also 

called core transport agent; 

 2) also a firm that bargains on behalf of 

a large group of consumers to achieve the 

lowest possible price for utilities such as 

electricity and gas. The firm “aggregates” or 

combines many smaller customers into one 

large customer for purposes of negotiation 

and then purchases the utility commodity on 

behalf of the group. 

alternative fuel capability:  The on-site availability of a 

power plant to burn more than 

one fuel.

 

ambient temperature: Environmental temperature unaf-

fected by other heat sources, such 

as radiation from artificial objects. 

american National standards institute (aNsi): 

The coordinating organisation for US federated national 

standards system. 

annual contract quantity:  the annual delivery quantity 

contracted for during each 

contract year as specified in 

a gas sales or lNg contract. 

annual delivery programme (adp): 

A key document for both the buyer and seller in determin-

ing how they will work together  Agency service a over the 

life of an LNG project to achieve the efficient delivery and 

receipt of LNG cargoes; normally agreed between the par-

ties before the beginning of each contract year. For an ex-

ship sale, the ADP deals with the dates on which the sellers’ 

LNG ships will deliver LNG to the buyers’ terminals. For 

a Free on board (FOB) sale, the ADP covers the dates of 

arrival of the buyers’ ships at the LNG plant. Whether the 

sale is ex-ship or FOB, the ADP provides a basis for deci-

sions on how buyers and sellers will operate their facilities 

during the contract year covered. Usually, the procedures 

to be adopted to develop the ADP are agreed upon in the 

Sales and Purchase Agreement (SPA). See Sales and Pur-

chase Agreement (SPA), CIF contract, Ex-ship contract, and 

FOB contract.

arbitrage:  The simultaneous purchase and sale of an 

asset in order to profit from a difference in 

the price, usually on different exchanges or 

marketplaces. Where appropriate infrastruc-

ture exists, LNG offers the opportunity for price 

arbitrage between different gas markets. 

articles of agreement:  The document containing all par-

ticulars relating to the terms of 

agreement between the Master 

of the LNG vessel and the crew. 

Sometimes called ship’s articles or 

shipping articles.

Excerpts of the text were taken from the Environmental Impact Statement, PNG LNG Project

your FeedBack 
MEANs EvERyThiNg

Unless if you are living in an autocracy or dictatorship where your opinions do not 
matter the least bit, you can ignore this page.

But please do not ignore, even as there may not be the midnight knock on your 
door, as had always been the case in places and nations which do not respect the 
right of free speech, opinions and comments meant to elevate our sense of collective 
responsibility, and how the dissemination of alternative viewpoints are all about raising 
collective and responsible debate.

So, ‘Yes’, with a big capital Y. We welcome your views; wholly, substantially, and not 
incrementally. Those views must generate a deeper understanding of the issues at play 
such that debate, knowledge and wisdom is concurrently, elevated.

It is that key differential separating the world of free choice from the world of no 
choice. It is choice that a learned citizenry continually needs such that it never stops 
learning, never stops informing and is always informed in the best possible way pos-
sible that its learning continues the journey of discovery upon discoveries.

Even so, let us also not forget that Free Speech is forever Free! It has never been and 
never will be because as always has been the case, being free comes with a measured 
degree of responsibilities that sometimes can rightly or wrongly, manifest as societal 
disapproval, a legal injunction or worse still, even as both.

Neither of that is desirable, meaning societal disapproval and legal injunctions. For 
all too often, what would count as innocuous opinions may not just receive the same 
rendering in a wholly different setting. It becomes fodder for open debate. And debate 
is what this column of our publication is all about.

It is for you to agree, disagree, agree to disagree, disagree about agreements, argue, 
counter argue, posit a thesis, posit an antithesis, posit a synthesis, and love to hate 
what some would keep loving. So, this is for you. A page and a place for you to air 
views and opinions and agree or disagree with us on what you feel about the 
articles that you read or wish to read.  

All you need to do is drop me a line at editor@mediacomz.com and I will be so 
very morally obliged.

COMMENTiNg ALOUd
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This information is supplied ‘as is’. While every attempt has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of such information, the publisher does not accept responsibility for any loss 
or damage attributable to errors or omissions. Organisers are advised to check the 
information and to notify the magazine of any such errors or omissions. If email is 
available, please also provide e-mail address. This listing is a free service to petromin 

Fuels & power readers. To have your conference or exhibition listed please post, 
fax or email details to Mary at mary@mediacomz.com. For latest information. 

Log onto www.petrominonline.com & click on ‘Events Calendar’.
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Tel: 65-6222 3422  Fax: 65-6222 5587
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Email: marketing@mediacomz.com
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3 calendar of events

septeMbeR 2022

Gastech 2022
5 – 8 SEpTEMBEr 2022 
Fiera Milano, Italy
Contact: Warren Cummings
Tel: +44 79 23229662
Email: warrencummings@dmgevents.com
Website: www.gastechevent.com

oGA x MoGseC & psC 2022
13 – 15 SEpTEMBEr 2022 
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Contact: Mr Derrick Yeow
Email: derrick.yeow@informa.com
Tel: +603 9771 2688 
Website: www.oilandgas-asia.com

6th lNG & Clean Marine Fuel Forum 
2022
28 – 29 September 2022, Singapore 
Marriott Tang plaza Hotel, Singapore
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Website: www.mediacomz.com

oCtobeR 2022

spICoNX - saudi pipeline International 
Conference & exhibitions 
4 – 6 October 2022, Dhahran Expo 
Contact: 

For Sales - Mr. rhey recto 
+966 53 245 1177 
For Speakers - Aisha Al Mansour 
+966 53 274 1177 

Email: sales@spiconx.sa 
          speakers@spiconx.sa 
Tel: +966 13 833 9333 
Website: https://spiconx.sa

singapore International bunkering 
Conference And exhibition (sIbCoN)
4 - 7 October 2022, resorts World 
Sentosa, Singapore
Contact: Jeslyn Teo
Email: sibcon@informa.com
Tel: +65 6991 0896
Website: www.sibconsingapore.gov.sg

Marine electrification seminar
12 October 2022, raffles Town Club 
Singapore (1 plymouth Avenue, Singa-
pore 297753)
Contact: Syb ten Cate Hoedemaker
Email: director@maritimebatteryforum.
com 
Tel: +31615965117
Website: www.maritimebatteryforum.com

INAMARINe 2022
19 – 21 October, 2022
JIExpo Kemayoran, Jakarta, Indonesia
Contact: Ms. Santi Hong
Email: santi@gem-indonesia.com
Tel: +62 21 54358118
Website: www.inamarine-exhibition.net

Asian Downstream summit
26 – 27 October, 2022
Sands Expo & Convention Centre, 
Singapore
Contact: Marilyn Yeow 
Email: Marilyn.Yeow@clarionevents.com
Tel: +65 6990 7330
Website: asiandownstreaminsights.com/
events/asian-downstream-summit 

Asian Refining technology Conference
26 – 27 October 2022, Sands Expo & 
Convention Centre, Singapore
Contact: Marilyn Yeow 
Email: Marilyn.Yeow@clarionevents.com
Tel: +65 6990 7330
Website: asiandownstreaminsights.com/ 
events/asian-refining-technology-
conference

oIl AND GAs eXpo VIetNAM 
(oGAV) 2022

26-28 October, 2022 
Vung Tau, Vietnam
Contact: Ivy phan   
Email: ivy@fireworksviet.com
Tel: +84 906309178
Website: https://oilgasvietnam.com

NoVeMbeR 2022

oseA 2022
15 – 17 November 2022, Marina Bay 
Sands, Singapore
Email:marketing@osea-asia.com 
Website: www.osea-asia.com

10th Dynamic positioning Asia 
Conference & exhibitions 2022 
16 – 17 November 2022, Singapore
Contact: Mary Dela pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com

2023
MARCh 2023

12th RAMps 2023 and
4th tank terminal tech Asia 2023
7 – 8 March 2022, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia
Contact: Mary Dela pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com 

MAY 2023

MARINe eXpo VIetNAM (VIMoX) 2023
17-19 May, 2023
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Contact: Ivy phan
Tel: +84 906309178
Email: ivy@fireworksviet.com
Website: https://marine-vietnam.com

ouR 2022 eVeNts

2nd Marine & offshore Congress 
2022

6th lNG & Clean Marine Fuel 
Forum 2022

10th Dp Asia 2022

Contact: Mary
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com
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